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FlexFrost Edible Fabric Techniques

Done in Grayscale
Wild Horse Cake 

Start with bottom tier. Remove printed western pattern 
sheet from backing page lay face down.
Using a Q-tips® apply a small amount of edible glue on 
both long edges, gently pinch both edges together to make 
pleats. Place the pleated sheet on top edge and drape 
around the side and tuck under the bottom. Continue 
around the tier with additional sheets until complete.

Wild horse tier: Place cake on top of first tier, use a paper 
towel to apply edible glue to fondant in the area where you 
want to place the horses, you can do a section at a time.
Remove horses from backing page and apply them to the 
prepared fondant.

Patricia Allen, Williston, FL

Supplies

• FlexFrost edible  
fabric sheets  

• Tylose and water thick 
edible glue (add a  
little tylose to ¼ cup 
water, stir then allow  
time for the powder  

to adsorb the water  
and stir again) 

• Paper towels

• Q-tips®

• Tray or pan ¼ full  
of water

• Scissors

• Bowl scraper with  

flat side

• Western Bandana pat-
tern printed  
on FlexFrost THIN 
fabric sheets

• Wild Horses printed 
on FlexFrost regular 
fabric sheets and cut 
with the Silhouette

• Fabulace “Russian” 
lace matt or premade 
Russian lace

• Russian lace  
background printed on 
FlexFrost Fabric sheets 
and cut on Silhouette

(Silhouette and other relevant “How to” video links on www.photofrost.com)
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Russian Lace: Dip the FlexFrost sheet or scrap pieces into 
the tray of water about 30 seconds place them on the mat 
and wait about 2 minutes until they start to drop into the 
mold. Take the flat edge of the scraper to mix and press the 
sheet into the mold, smooth the top edge, and allow to dry 
(about 2 hours under a fan) you can use a dehydrator or 
possibly a warm oven for quicker drying. FlexFrost edible 
fabric lace is FDA and Kosher approved.

Top Tier:  I start by applying the lace background to the 
bottom of the tier using small amounts of edible glue on the 
fondant. Then using the Q-tips® apply a very small amount 
of glue to the top of the lace and attach to the background. 
Add more glue to the back of the lace as needed.
Once the lace is on you can apply the horses the same as 
you did on the second tier.

To make the neck scarf, fold your western pattern in half to 
make a triangle.
Fold the top down and tie the end just like a scarf. I used a 
glass horse on top but you could also make an edible purse, 
boot or flowers to go with the Bandana scarf.
See the complete how to video on YouTube search  
photofrost01.


